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CHAPTER Il: INTERVIEW WI1H RICHARD W. UNRUH
Dick Unruh, who received the "Outstanding Science Teacher in
Western Kansas Award" from the Research Society at Fort Hays State
University in 1982 began teaching in 1966. He taught for twenty-two years and
was an administrator for five years. He has taught primarily in Kansas, the
last fifteen being in Meade where he was the only science teacher for ten of
those years. Dick has also lived in the San Joaquin Valley of Southern
California which gave him experiences in a variety of climates. "I have never
liked anything better than Kansas," Dick stated. He attended junior high and
high school in Southern California, received his Bachelors Degree in
Chemistry from Tabor College, and his Masters in Physical Science from
Emporia State University.
Dick has always been interested in science and hands-on learning has
always given him excitement. A cousin and he worked on rocket fuels during
the time Sputnik first went up in the late fifties. They came up with a
formula using nitrate and sugar. They used it to fire off the rockets they built
in junior high and high school. They had actually stumbled upon the best
formula for that particular kind of fuel but did not become aware of that fact
until his cousin got his engineering degree in college. They found that the
formula was perfect for rocketry. He built an engine using that formula and
did tests on it. Even though they did not receive any credit for their formula,
they felt good about their research. Rocketry was one of the first hobbies he
passed on to his students. Mr. Unruh has taught a number of courses, being
the only science teacher at Meade High School for about ten years.
Dirt has been his friend all his life. Starting farming in California he
later came to Kansas where he has continued farming along with teaching. At
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one point Mr. Unruh stopped teaching and did farming and ranching for
about a year. Then he had the opportunity to get into interactive television
and that's been his life ever since.
Dick was married in 1965, the same year he received his Bachelor of
Arts Degree. He has three sons, two are married and one is a junior in high
school. One of his sons is farming with him now.
In the newspaper article reporting his receiving the award it stated:
Unruh's philosophy of education underlies his method of
teaching his students, "Learning can be fun and is not limited to the
classroom. Knowledge in itself is of no value if it can't be used as an
integral part of today and tomorrow.
"Through continued refinement of techniques in
individualization of education, the excitement of learning by doing can
be realized. By building upon the data of the past and the present,
students who remain students throughout life can create a better
tomorrow.
"Through a proper positive attitude toward organization and
analysis of evidence accumulated, a new fire of imagination can be
kindled which has too long been squashed by the doldrums of being
told what to do, how to do it, and when to do it with no room left
over."
When asked to elaborate on this philosophy, he related that one of the
problems he faced was the realization that students coming into high school
did not like science. Because of his love of science, this was very foreign to
him. He had never had that feeling. Mr. Unruh discovered the reason for
students not wanting to learn was the cookbook approach to learning that was
used by many elementary teachers that felt uneasy teaching science. A teacher
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might say "Oh you left this step out, follow directions." Then the students
might say "Tell me how. I hate this." or "This is boring." Mr. Unruh pointed
out that he first had to bring back the initial wonder and excitement that he
found in nature and science and that all children initially possessed. Their
~

determination to "seek to know" was once alive and needed to be brought
back to life.
Dick used current issues that would be of interest to the students. For
example, during the seventies there was a problem with an increase in
gasoline prices. The prices skyrocketed rapidly. He made the statement that
before the end of the school year the price of gasoline would be a dollar and a
quarter per gallon. At that time it was around seventy cents, but by the end
year the price had increased to a dollar and a quarter per gallon. He talked to
his classes about developing an alternative fuel. He then had his students go
out to the sewer and collect manure. After allowing it to ferment, it produced
a natural gas which they burned. "That was a gooey and smelly experiment,"
Mr. Unruh laughed. The process was directly related to problems the students
were experiencing.
Since wheat, corn, and grain were readily available in the area, the next
thing they experimented with was grain fermentation to make alcohol. It
made a very efficient fuel with no by products. He stated that this was a little
risky because drinking alcohol is the end result. He applied for a permit so he
could produce this legally. He did add an ingredient to make it poisonous so
that it was no longer safe to drink. These experiences increased the students'
interest in science because they worked on a problem which was relevent to
them. In fact, one student who up until this time did not like science, did this
last experiment at home on his own. It is interesting that this former student
has just been elected to the Meade School Board.
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One of his hobbies has come from being in a flying family. His father
and his brother had a pilot's license, he owned a plane for a length of time.
He thought flying would be the perfect way to teach physics. He used this to
teach students to read maps, to study elevation, vectoring, and transmission
of radio signals. They also learned how the radio signals are actually read and
how the degrees are determined by the machinery. Mr. Unruh found that he
could teach almost every part of physics using flying as a mechanism. He was
using hands-on methods. He even took students out flying to do experiments
first hand. Many of his former students became pilots. Some are still spraying
crops today or flying commercially. Hands-on physics became very practical.
His biology class had nothing but a textbook experience in growing
plants because there was no greenhouse at the school. Dick was concerned
that if the students did not get the experience of actually growing plants, they
were not going to learn what biology was all about. They decided to build a
greenhouse. However, the school did not have enough money finance the
project. They did have enough for building materials but not enough for
labor. Mr. Unruh had the physics and chemistry classes build the greenhouse.
They accomplished this in one nine-week period. One student knew how to
lay brick and other students knew how to set glass. Once the greenhouse was
built, they could do some real biology. Though some might wonder about the
classwork, they ended up the year getting farther along in it than they
ordinarily did.
Besides helping build the greenhouse at Meade, Dick started the audio
visual department. He was asked to give details about how this came about.
The group that was taking pictures grew until they were doing color
photography so he started an audio visual class that at first did only
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photography. He taught methods of taking pictures, developing them and
finally printing the pictures in a dark room.
As audio visual equipment became more affordable, he bought a video
camera and started teaching basic editing. About that time cable television
came to Meade. Dick went to the city council members to request a school
channel. They in turn went to the cable company and the cable company
brought a connection in to the school so they could set up a studio and have
their own channel. When there was a captive audience, students wanted to
do their own production. They started interviewing the coach, along with
airing the ball games. They did the pre-game show, post game show, the
weather, sports, and the bloopers. With the portable cameras it became easier
to go to town so they filmed the town covered with snow and edited it with
music. When elections came around, they interviewed the people on the
street asking who they would vote for and why. They did this for local as well
as national elections. The class expanded into two audio visual classes, a
beginner and a secondary type, in addition to the sciences. That was a useful
tool for the science classes, but at the same time was a unique, hands-on
learning opportunity for the students.
Because Mr. Uruh believed field trips were important, he took students
into the environment often. He had discovered that in Kansas, where he now
lived, larger amounts of rainfall produced a greater variety of vegetation than
the desert climate of southern California. He went to the local county agent
and learned things about the area that were totally unique. He learned that
the area was a mid-grass prairie with a greater variety of plant life than a rain
forest. Much of the vegetation was unfamiliar to him. Learning their
identites became a challenge. He learned from this experience that a teacher
does not, nor does he need to know, everything. He did not have much plant
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science in his background so he and his students received information from
the county agent and went out and tried to identify these plants. In the
process of finding and keying out, the whole idea of homogenous species had
some meaning. It was not something just to memorize; the students found
themselves that a plant was different from another species, and why it was
different. Suddenly the hands-on experience and being able to tell the teacher
he discovered a plant the teacher does not know was exciting to the student.
When students are the mentors not only to the teacher but to each other,
learning is much more interesting.
Dick's classroom was set up as an "active" classroom because there
were small animals in cages, fish tanks, and plants everywhere. He was asked
why he set it up that way. He replied that one of the things he felt students
could benefit from in the hands-on learning environment was to
individually study various things and investigate them as a project. Mr.
Unruh tried to have the entire class understand the basics of biology, but at
the same time he knew some young people were quicker than others at going
through the material. He set up the C level of assignments which meant a
student must work through all the textbook material to receive a C. Of course
their tests had to be at least a C also. This would be over the basic materials he
would cover. That would leave enough time for the average student to be
able to do a variety of things such as raising rabbits, gerbils, hamsters, and
other animals that are found in the environment. One thing they found
interesting to do was to milk a rattlesnake. This worked very well until they
found out that the custodian would faint at the sight of a snake. They had to
take it out.
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Kangaroo rats, now an endangered species, were very common in the
area. When the class was studying rodents, he told his students how to catch
them. They were to park along the side of the road with the car lights on and
sit quietly. The animals were so curious that they would come to the light and
the students could pick them up. Two or three students came in the next day
with four or five. Many rats had babies and the students thought it was very
exciting to see them being born and to help raise them. Of course they would
do more than that. They would also come up with a project. Not only would
they have to find out about the animal but also what was unique about it.
They had to write it up in scientific format. Also, the information had to be
presented to the other students. This system required individualization.
As some students worked on their own projects others worked on their
regular assignments but not necessarily at the same time. The unique way
that he handled assignments was that when they were finished, he would
sign them off and the students would place them in their folder. Assignments
were completed at different rates, but there was enough time for students to
finish their work. The C work had to be done before the unit was considered
complete. The amount of B or A work that the student did was his choice.
Besides all the individualization, Mr. Unruh did use lecture as a
teaching method. Many times he had his lectures video-taped so if a student
missed that day he could check it out to view later. Because he was an audio
visual instructor, there was always a VCR around to be checked out. They
could take it to another room or watch it in class and take notes on the taped
information. It really worked well as long as the classes were not large. It was
a much more difficult task when the class expanded to twenty-four.
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When asked what he enjoyed most about teaching he answered that
the area around technology gave him a thrill. Electronic devices and
photography were exciting to him. Video tapes were just becoming popular so
that was a big part of how students recorded their activities. They also used
super eight movies and did still photography-stop action type things in the
photography of physics. They dropped a ball and rotated a slotted disk in front
of a lens to get a picture of the ball as it fell. They could measure the different
distances. Because they had a dark room they could enlarge the photograph
enough to measure the actual distance and determine the gravity.
While working on his Masters Degree, he studied the use of technology
in science instruction. Sophisticated designs were not easy to come by in the
sixties. He first used the overhead projector and compared its use with super
eight movies and how it affected student learning. Since that time he has
always looked for the latest in technology and as the new physics equipment
and electronic type detection equipment came into view, he always kept
current. When the hospital gave up its spectroscope for a newer brand, he was
given the older model for the students to use in his lab to monitor pulse,
heartbeat, and skin sensitivity. The school could not have afforded that if it
was not given to him.
He spoke again on individualized instruction. One of the things he
liked to do was find out the student's hobby or interest. From his own
experience, he found that he got the biggest thrill from studying something
he was most interested in. He gravitated toward the sciences because of
natural curiosity. Students act like they have no curiosity, but they do have an
interest. For example, he had a student that loved to swim and loved water
sports (fish) but wasn't really interested in anything else. At that time, the
local fish and game people were doing some experiments dealing with
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methods of feeding bass a.rtificially to raise them because up to that point they
had used goldfish live food which was relatively expensive. Knowing that he
had one of the first video tape cameras around, the fish and game agent asked
Dick to do a video taping of fish feeding. Dick asked the student who was
interested in water sports to do this. The student helped and actually got a job
with the fish and game in the process. They designed a device to slide the
portable camera into and take it under water. Because the agent was
instrumental in designing an extruded pellet feeding type food they needed to
see that pellet up dose and watch the fish eating it so they wanted to get the
camera to fit. They outfitted the student with a snorkel which he loved and
got him to move in with the camera.and video tape the feeding. This was the
first film that they ever edited. They made a complete film that was about five
minutes long. It was so good that the State of Kansas bought it and sent Dick
and the fish and game agent to show it at the National Convention. Dick
thought it quite a compliment. Also it was a unique experience in video
taping, especially in remote and underwater taping which was virtually
unheard of at the time. They had to do engineering and the students were
involved, especially this one individual. That is one way Mr. Unruh found
that works very well to excite a student about science or the course that he is
studying:
In the same newspaper cited earlier Dick was quoted as saying:
I subscribe to what the late Jean Piaget, Swiss psychologist said, 'The
goal of education is not to increase the amount of knowledge but to
create the possibilities for a child to invent and discover, to create men
who are capable of doing new things."
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Dick has always said that next to knowing the answer is knowing how
to find the answer and that is one of the areas that the QPA designers recently
have picked up on especially on the sciences. He has been on the state
committee for developing the science testing in the state of Kansas in QPA
and the "how to" is a very big question that is asked of the student on the
test. "For example," he said, "here is a possible problem, now how would you
go about investigating it? You have at your disposal all of the available
information, but you want to go further than that. You are going to learn
something that has not been discovered before. How would you go about
doing that?" He gave another example of doing an experiment to find out
whether a feather falls faster or slower than a rock. He would ask the student,
"How would you go about investigating that? Of course you could find the
person, Galileo, who dropped two cannon balls off the Leaning Tower of
Pizza. But you also have the possibility of doing it yourself by reproducing it
and experimenting with it in a way that could be unique."
To turn a student on to a life time of learning teachers must recognize
that it is in the discovery that the real learning takes place and also in the
ability to find the answer. It may be just research, it may be using Internet.
Sources of information are much more easily tapped into today than they
were. Students must know how to do that and then the memorization of
class, species, and type is secondary in importance. It is important and has to
be there to classify something, but it is not what determines whether the
student knows science. He may not know the name of an item, but he can
find that name and know the sources where he can find that name. That
makes the student a life time learner.

.1 . - - 1 . . . - - , 1 - - - - • ~-
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When asked what needs to be included in science teacher training, he
stated that today's science teachers need to have a willingness to adapt.
Probably one of the most difficult things to teach in teacher training school is
how to adapt. The environment of teacher/ student is not a sterile one. Each
school system has not only a different kind of culture for the student
environment but also different kinds of equipment that may or may not be
available. Acquiring equipment may be very difficult. Mr. Unruh has found
in his years of teaching that it was not the size of the budget that determined
the quality of a teacher. What determines the opportunity to learn for the
student is the willingness on the part of the teacher to use paper, toothpicks,
paper clips, and what the local hardware store has available. The teacher can
bring in things from his home. In the early days when he first taught, he did
not order micro-organisms for viewing. He went to his stock tank and took
out samples from that. There was a better variety than what he could buy
from the local biological supply houses. It was ready immediately and he did
not have to order it and hope it stayed fresh until it was to be used. He
suggested that teachers focus more on what they want to teach and display
personal excitement in the process of teaching rather than on what
equipment is available. Not having equipment should never be a limitation.
He stated that a variety of ways of presenting a lesson is much more
important than having a stock method that might be very expensive.
Students have different learning styles and teachers need to use different
teaching styles. A student may be a better hands-on learner than he is a paper
and pencil learner. Hands-on does not mean you have the frog to dissect;
hands-on could include a video tape of a dissection of a frog, a rubber model
of the frog or the student could find his own frog.
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In problem solving, he believed that the scientific method really does
provide the mechanism that all students can utilize and it becomes their way
of gathering information to begin with, their being able to organize that
information in a meaningful way, and then being able to look at that data or
that material and determine what the problem is and decide how to solve it.
The student should be genuinely scientific using the proper procedure to
present that in a meaningful way, changing one variable at a time. There are
several rules of thumb and every student needs to know what they are. That
is why he was gratified to see that testing procedures for QPA outcomes were
requiring the scientific method and the practical use of it.
He was asked to give his opinion of QPA and where he thought it
might be heading. He answered that if QPA outcomes design is developed by
teachers and educators in an evolutionary sort of way and what is set up for
learning today may change to something better tomorrow, next year is going
to have a real value. If it is set up in a fixed, inflexible, no change, everybodyhas-to-fit-through-this-mold way, it will be headed for big trouble. He
advocated providing a way for change to take place within the bounds of what
learning should be.
When asked his opinion of making the school year or day longer, he
stated that he was not in favor of adding more days to the year. He does,
however, see the advantages of a longer class period. He said block scheduling
was a possibility for improving time spent on task and for completing
investigations, not only in science, but any other class as well. Block
scheduling would allow time for field trips, in-depth research, time to get on
line with Internet, and time for development of other projects. There are so
many things that could be done better with a little longer period than the
traditional forty-five minute period allows. He thinks we need to continue to
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look and not be so traditionally fixed in the design that is presently here. Most
of the time if a change is made, it can be done constructively with an attitude
of making it work instead of one that says because there is a floating period in
the week and students meet only seventy minutes at a time, only four-fifths
of the material can be covered. Because there would be more time for minifield trips and closure to ideas being discussed, the attitude should be one that
the class is able to move ahead much more quickly. Block scheduling would
take the traditional humdrum every day fifty-five minute type thing out of
the schedule.
When asked to give more ideas on how technology can be integrated
into the classroom, Mr. Unruh visited about his present position with
interactive television. The network uses thirteen classrooms with three
hundred fifty students taking a variety of classes over interactive television.
Interactive television allows live teaching from one site with students being
at a variety of sites. An advantage is that all students see each other, all
students hear each other, and the teacher sees and hears everyone. It is treated
as a single classroom. When surveys were taken at the end of the year, the
students indicated no differences between the ITV classes and the traditional
classes. There were no responses that they felt they were being discriminated
against by taking ITV classes. Some teachers find themselves more effective
over ITV. Limitations are not as great when they do not let the technology
limit them. They do not let poor vision keep them from being a good teacher.
They do not let poor hearing keep them from being a good teacher. If they
really want to overcome a problem they do. They compensate in other ways.
The same is true with ITV. One form of technology uses cameras. (The
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interview took place in the ITV room.) The cameras can move around with
the instructor. In fact, the latest design allows the teacher to pin a tracking
unit on and walk around the classroom with the camera following him.
The teacher cannot touch the students in a distant location; however
there are other ways of touching than physical touch. Whether or not an
instructor can teach that way is determined by whether he wants to or not.
Some might think that the older teachers would be the best teachers for ITV
and others may think the younger teachers would be the best because they can
adapt more easily. Mr. Unruh contended that it makes no difference. He had a
sixty-five year old math teacher that students loved before he got on ITV and
after he was on ITV they loved him everywhere and they were glad they
could share that teacher. He also has a second-year teacher who teaches six
hours a day of Spanish over ITV. She is a full time Spanish teacher who has
one hundred fifty students in ten locations. She enjoys teaching that way, but
she has not taught in a traditional classroom. What is normal to one teacher
and what is unacceptable to another is determined by his attitude and not the
limitations in technology.

It may be more difficult for a science or lab class to be taught over ITV,
but they can be effective with this system. Art, which is a lab class, has been
offered successfully for five years. The classes need to be taught differently--no
pottery or firing because all the sites would not have that capability. More line
drawing and two dimensional type surface things are taught. In fact it is easier
for a teacher to view the drawing at another location where the student brings
the drawing in front of the overhead camera and he can look at it from the
other site. This can be done though it takes a different kind of preparation
than in a traditional classroom.
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Advanced Biology is taught over the system and the instructor always
makes sure the sites have each piece of equipment necessary. If there is any
danger in using the equipment, a facilitator would be in each classroom.
Another type of technology he discussed is use of computers in the
classroom. As a futurist, he said he could see a day when a student will come
into a classroom and have his or her own personal computer. There will be
no books and when it is time for showing his work everyone will have a
modem that will plug into one form or another of electronic or actual plug,
and the teacher will instantly have all the homework on his hard drive.
Actually this is very close to being a reality with the ITV classes right now.
There are two networks; one has the capability and the other is almost ready
to transfer data from site to site electronically by computer. This will probably
be accomplished in about two years.
In the English class in Meade, all students have lap top computers.

When they come to class, the teacher tells them to write a one-page report on
a particular subject. She reminds them to do the spell check when they are
finished. This is quite different from English teachers of the past who may
check only the spelling in a paper. The spell check is a learning tool since it
brings up all the words that the students have misspelled. Another advantage
of this is that it cuts down on paper. The teacher takes the assignments home
on the hard disk of her power book. These options are becoming greater and
greater.
What scares him is thinking of teachers coming out of the schools
today not having been exposed to computers. He has found out that many
more high schools than universities are afford exposure to them. A teacher
may teach journalism and the school he goes to may have an electronic
yearbook and has had it for several years. The students know how to use the
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technology and the teacher may not. Instead of being intimidated, this is the
perfect opportunity for the students to teach the teacher. The teacher becomes
a facilitator of learning not the fountain of wisdom. There is a lot of
difference there.
He was asked to explain what A plus stood for. A plus is an Acronym
given to by Southwestern Bell which stands for Advanced Fotonics Linking
Unified Schools. Photonics means light wave form. With this system they
use fiber and light is what transmits the information. The system was set up
in 1990 with one hundred eighty-six original miles of fiber that was laid

between the nine schools. Since then there has been added two more high
schools and one more college. There are twelve schools at this point. Each
school has at least one classroom in which there are teachers in one of
possibly four sites at a time teaching courses that range from Spanish, French,
art, math, junior high art, junior high Spanish, junior high French, junior
high Algebra, college Algebra, Statistics, English, and a variety of other classes.
He finds teachers in the schools that are willing to send the courses over ITV
and they have no need of prior experience using ITV. They have capability to
send any number of classes out at a time. In fact, in a couple of hours of the
day they are sending four different classes at the same time over the network.
Now with capabilities of directly tapping into the community colleges,
classes can come directly from there. College teachers housed in one of the
schools teach college credit classes during the day for dual credit. Anywhere
from a third to a fourth of the classes are college credit option classes.
Classes given are those that are ordinarily difficult for smaller schools
to offer. It is also a good way for smaller schools to fill teachers' schedules.
Many schools do not have enough courses to offer. The smaller schools can
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offer classes with only one or two students in the class. They can justify it
because there may be fifteen or sixteen in some other site that would like to
take that same class.
Dick's job, since he has the background with interactive learning, has
been to develop the classroom. Most of the classrooms were constructed in
1990, and more are being constructed as the network expands. He maintains
the equipment, trains the teachers, and adds new technology as some of the
old designs are changed and they move into new computerized capabilities.
He anticipates the user friendliness to increase because he visualizes the time
when a novice could walk into the room, the lights and camera come on
automatically, and the teacher begins to teach. This may be a while before ITV
gets to that point, but the sooner it does, the more people are going to feel
good about electronic learning.
Dick was asked for ideas to prepare students for the changes taking
place in the world today. He expressed his opinion that it is necessary is to
expose students to technology. Exactly what that technology is, is not as
important as recognizing that students need to feel free to manipulate and to
learn with that technology. Older adults realize how difficult it was to use a
computer for the first time. There was a barrier to get over, but young people
have watched television all their lives and are used to being in front of a
monitor. Many have played video games so it is an easy transition for them.
Teachers, as educators, need to expose students to technology and not
worry about something going out of date, but at the same time be very careful
to prime students for manipulating that technology and being ready to move
on to the next tool. It is just like saying we cannot teach students how to type
on a typewriter because they are not going to know how to use a computer. A
typewriter helped many people to use a computer. They had to get over the
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hump of knowing that the screen in front of them is not a bad thing; it is a
good thing. To build barriers against changes in technology because of our
own fears is a bad thing. To open the door by saying, "This is the latest, can
you believe what this thing does?" and letting students grab hold of it and
even expose oneself to ignorance saying, "I don't know how to operate it, I
just got this thing in the mail. Help me figure out how to do this," turns
students on immediately to this discovery mode that they are naturally in
anyway. Then they will move from the latest to the later and they will be
anticipating the next technology step.
He gets a big kick out of watching students come back who have
graduated. His sons who have graduated recently are one example. Their
statement is, "Just as soon as I leave, you get all this fancy stuff." And they are
excited about the future and technology. "Let's make our students excited
about the future and how education, their education, can be enhanced and
not curtailed by technology. It's not a hurdle, it's actually a tool."

